TRANS MEDIA WATCH – ADDITIONAL SUBMISSION TO THE LEVESON INQUIRY – FEBRUARY 2012

A. Introduction
Trans Media Watch (TMW) wishes to make this additional submission to the Leveson Inquiry into
press standards, ethics and culture. It follows the submission made by TMW to the Inquiry in January
20121, and the oral evidence given by Helen Belcher to the Inquiry on behalf of TMW on 8 February
2012.
In our original submission, TMW explained some of the various ways that the press uses to
misrepresent the trans and intersex communities, including themes such as “trans as fraud”, “trans
as undeserving” and “trans as deviant”. We feel it will be useful for the Inquiry to review the
coverage of trans issues in the press, specifically but not exclusively from The Sun and the Mail
newspapers, since 8 February.
In summary:
The press has published two main stories featuring trans people over the past two weeks, both
appearing on front pages. This is in addition to the standard low level coverage that trans
issues get in the mainstream media.
With both there are significant concerns over misrepresentation, with corresponding effects
on public perception of the issues.
With both there are significant concerns over placing vulnerable people, including innocent
children, at risk of physical violence.
The key issue is the complete lack of respect shown to trans people. Far from mending their ways
and reporting trans stories more sensitively, as claimed in person before the Inquiry2, the press has
shown a distasteful rush to objectify and sensationalise these stories in a way that places real
people in real danger.
Appendix B shows that 34 articles have been published in the national press in the two and a half
weeks between 9 and 25 February, significantly more than the average of 6.5 per week before then.
We, in common with a large portion of the trans community, now believe that the significantly
increased level of scrutiny given to trans issues by the press, and the increased prominence of
coverage since 8 February is directly linked to Helen Belcher’s appearance before the Inquiry.

B. Background
Trans Man
A story about a trans man who had given birth broke in the national media on 12 February3. The Sun
placed a request for information into their article. The effect was that hundreds of trans men across
the country became fearful of being outed. Our previous submission made clear reference to the
damage that is often caused by such outings.

1
2
3

http://www.levesoninquiry.org.uk/hearing/2012-02-08pm/
http://www.levesoninquiry.org.uk/hearing/2012-02-07pm/
http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/article4124499.ece
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Caroline Lucas MP tabled an Early Day Motion4 in the House of Commons on 20 February
condemning The Sun for their actions. TMW’s correspondence with the Press Complaints
Commission (PCC) indicated that they shared our concerns over some perceived major breaches of
the Editors’ Code, specifically in terms of privacy, discrimination and protection of children.
The Mail published an opinion piece by Bel Mooney on 14 February5. One trans man who had given
birth (hereinafter referenced as ‘B’) was partially identified by the Mail on Sunday in front page news
on 19 February6, despite him not wanting any coverage.

Trans Child
A story about a child who had been diagnosed with gender dysphoria at an early age (hereinafter
referenced as ‘Z’) broke in the national media on 20 February. This made front page news in The Sun
under the headling “Boy, 5, who lives as girl”7. The Daily Mail8 published Z’s birth certificate – and
the family were clearly identified, together with information about Z’s school. TMW’s
communications with the PCC indicated they were also concerned about the publication of Z’s birth
certificate. The story was widely reported across the press, and articles often allowed comments
from the public. This showed an alarming level of misunderstanding and abuse, including posts that
could be interpreted as death threats.
The Mail published four further pieces related to this story, on 21 February9, 22 February10, 25
February11, and 26 February12. The 21 February article was written by a medical doctor, and while he
demonstrated a limited understanding of gender issues, he did question whether details of a child
should be made public in this way. The 25 February article was based on the premise that gender
dysphoria never afflicts young children.
Dominic Mohan stated to the Inquiry on 9 January 2012 “I do believe that the Sun can be a real
powerful force for good”13. On 6 February Paul Dacre answered “Yes” to the question “Some would
say that the Daily Mail’s world view ... propounds the virtues of family life, of traditional matrimony
and traditional values. (a) Is that fair, and (b), if it is, if someone’s morality doesn’t fit into that
pattern, is it something you would feel free to comment on and, if necessary, criticise?”14
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http://www.parliament.uk/edm/2010-12/2733
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2100764/Thomas-Beatie-baby-Im-liberal--man-giving-birth-freakishpale.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2103157/Britains-male-mum-speaks-My-mother-told-Id-goodmummy-I-said-No-Ill-good-daddy.html
http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/4142485/Boy-5-who-lives-as-a-girl.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2103686/Boy-5-lives-life-GIRL-youngest-diagnosed-NHS-GenderIdentity-Disorder.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-2104248/As-Zach-Avery-5-youngest-child-diagnosed-GenderIdentity-Disorder-just-boy-girl.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2104567/Pity-poor-Zach-year-old-victim-politically-correct-genderidentity-industry.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2106215/Mixed-year-olds-alarming-growth-gender-identityindustry.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2106681/Zach-Avery-Jill-Recknell-grandmother-gender-neutral-boyspeaks-torment.html
http://www.levesoninquiry.org.uk/hearing/2012-01-09pm/
http://www.levesoninquiry.org.uk/hearing/2012-01-06pm/
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C. Misrepresentation
In both occasions, the press concentrated on the sensational part of the story at the expense of any
real, background information to place it in any kind of context. This is further evidence of Polly
Toynbee’s recent claim in the Guardian that journalists “are hired to do their masters' bidding, even
when that can mean spreading disinformation and disregarding evidence”15.

Trans Man
Trans men have given birth for years16. Research17 has shown that children who grow up with their
trans parents are generally very well adjusted and have few behavioural problems. The real danger
to children is family breakup, something which the prevailing culture in the UK, reinforced by press
coverage, sadly makes all too common when a trans parent starts to transition.
Underlying B’s story is a theme that trans people are not “real” unless they choose to conform to
gender stereotypes – as demonstrated by Bel Mooney’s use of the terms “freakish” and “revolting”.
In this case the press has created then played on a sense of disgust which essentially reduces
someone to the status of their genitals. Having created an environment where the press constantly
talks about “sex swap” and “sex change” (despite the protestations of most of the trans community)
it then sets up a straw man argument about how these “changes” are somehow flawed. When trans
men have the chance to present their own viewpoints18, outlining the sacrifices made and the
rationale behind their decisions, any public disgust frequently disappears.
It may be useful here to reference Dominic Mohan’s evidence to the Inquiry on 7 February, where he
stated “there was another example last year where we had a piece about a transsexual operation
which had taken place on a child's 16th birth and I actually received a letter of thanks from the head
of the Mermaids charity who praised the way that we'd reported that. So I think we've improved -we've raised our [game] in terms of transgender reporting.”19
The communication Dominic Mohan references would have been sent by Susie Green, chair of
Mermaids. Ms Green sent TMW a copy of her email, where she writes “The only part that we were
not keen on was the headline as it included the words Sex Swap, but in the article itself, Jackie was
treated with compassion and respect, female pronouns were used at all times and at no point was
she referred to as male in any way. This was excellent, and was also reflected in the very positive
online comments from members of the public.”
However, after quoting the original email Ms Green adds, with reference to the article of 12
February, the good coverage by the journalist in the original article “does not, however, give them
the right to conduct a witch hunt and justify it by saying how well they did before. Totally disgusted
with their conduct.”

15
16

17
18
19

http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/feb/23/sun-on-sunday-rupert-murdoch
Gender Trap, Chris Johnson and Cathy Brown, published 1982 (http://www.amazon.co.uk/Gender-TrapAutobiography-Transsexual-Parents/dp/0906071542)
Transsexual’s Children, Richard Green. http://www.symposion.com/ijt/ijtc0601.htm
http://ralphfrancisfox.tumblr.com/post/17684983756
http://www.levesoninquiry.org.uk/hearing/2012-02-07pm/
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Trans Child
As stated in TMW’s previous submission, the median age of trans people being aware that they are
different is 7. Many trans people state that they were aware of their gender identity at the ages of 3
and 4. Studies indicate that gender awareness often starts at around 18 months20. So the proposal
that a child can be aware of their gender identity at the age of 3 is not unknown or improbable,
contrary to the theme presented in the press.
The articles about Z were often written in such a way as to indicate an immediate and irrevocable
change based on her fascination with a female cartoon character. The reality is likely to be very
different, involving obvious distress, months of counselling, and a recognition that Z may change her
mind.
It is also clear from many comments that the treatment currently being offered is completely
misunderstood, with many references to surgery. If Z’s dysphoria continues, it is possible that she
will be offered fully reversible hormone blockers as puberty starts. No surgical decisions will be
made until Z is deemed to have reached an age of maturity – this will typically be around 18. The
effects of the hormone blockers are completely reversible21 as has been known for many years in the
treatment of, for example, precocious puberty, in contrast to what was alleged in the Mail article of
25 February. However, it is clear that many commentators assumed that surgery on a 5-year-old was
actively being contemplated or had already been completed.

D. Safety
The irony of The Sun complaining about the intrusion into their working practices22 and then on the
same day calling for intrusion into the private lives of trans men is not lost on the trans community.
The publication of details relating to children is particularly problematic. In B’s case, the baby is not
complicit in any aspect of this story, yet B believes he is easily identified by the details published, and
now feels substantially more vulnerable than he did in the months before the articles were
published. In short, he believes that the press have significantly increased the risk of danger to him
and his child. The Mail on Sunday requested B provide further details until the PCC intervened.
Earlier in the submission we stated that Z had been clearly identified, together with the school she
was attending. We also stated that there had been published threats that could be interpreted as
vicious and hateful. It is TMW’s view that the prominence given to Z’s story has greatly increased the
risk of violent crime against the family and, potentially, the primary school she attends.
TMW recognises that many more children report gender variant episodes than turn out to be trans.
However, when a child expresses a strong level of distress about their gender, severe psychological
issues can result if left untreated23. It is entirely possible that Z may decide as she grows older that
she wishes to revert to being a boy. If that scenario does arise, the level of press exposure is likely to
make that decision far harder to take. There is significant concern about giving someone this young
20
21

22

23

http://social.jrank.org/pages/272/Gender-Role-Development.html
http://www.endo-society.org/guidelines/final/upload/Endocrine-Treatment-of-Transsexual-Persons.pdf and
http://www.endocrinetoday.com/view.aspx?rid=92635
http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/4124870/The-Suns-Trevor-Kavanagh-Witch-hunt-puts-usbehind-ex-Soviet-states-on-Press-freedom.html
http://www.gires.org.uk/dysphoria.php
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so much exposure, especially when they are vulnerable. Paradoxically this is concern that the press
has also expressed, but their rush to publish seems to be paramount.
In our previous submission we referenced our research that indicated that around 34% of trans
people had attempted suicide at some point. This is in line with other surveys – a US-based survey in
2010 indicating a rate of 41%24. It is worth noting that the suicide rates when trans people are placed
on suitable courses of treatment reduce to the national average. An article that calls into question
treatment options for trans people on unsubstantiated grounds is increasing the likelihood that
vulnerable and desperate people will attempt suicide.
In particular, with children who show distress around their gender identity, the parents are usually
very worried about the behaviour of their children. The Tavistock Clinic’s own data25 points to
around 23% of children aged 12 and over referred to them had previously engaged in self-harming
behaviour. The Mail’s reporter provided GIRES with the information that, following the clinic’s
treatments, this rate had reduced to 1%, well below the national average of 7%. By seeking to
discredit the non-interventionist approach of the Tavistock Clinic, is the Mail seriously saying that
these parents and children should not have expertise acquired over many years available to them?
In both these cases the press deemed the safety of innocent children to be unimportant while
giving opportunity for people, informed only by press stereotyping, to make vicious judgements.
The “monstering” of trans people generally, as outlined in the previous section, also significantly
increases the risk of violence towards trans and intersex people, or indeed anyone who deviates
sufficiently from “gender norms” to have their identity called into question. This is vicious behaviour
with a potentially vicious result.

E.

Press Rationale
TMW believes that the “public interest” defence mounted by the press does not excuse the stress
caused or the damage done to the lives of others not connected to the stories. It is clear from
comments made by Mr Dinsmore26 that The Sun (at least) believes that the primary right is the right
of free speech, no matter what damage it does to people not directly connected with the story. It
also seems clear that he believes in the stereotypical image of trans people his paper reinforces to
the general public.
With regards to B’s case, B has told TMW that he made one statement to the reporter who had
doorstepped him, but the rest of the quotes were lifted from postings he had made on the internet.
The article was written as though it had his full co-operation. It did not. In finding comments on the
internet by B, the reporters must have viewed many other posts that indicated that the situation was
not unique, and was also significantly more nuanced than they chose to ultimately present.
Of significant concern is the apparent attitude of the Mail in particular to science in general.
Research over the past 20 or 30 years has consistently shown that gender identity is fixed at an early

24
25

26

http://transequality.org/PDFs/Executive_Summary.pdf
Di Ceglie, D., Freedman, D., McPherson, S., & Richardson, P. (2002). Children and adolescents referred to a
specialist gender identity development service: clinical features and demographic characteristics. International
Journal of Transgenderism 6 (1), http://www.symposion.com/ijt/ijtvo06no01_01.htm
http://janefae.wordpress.com/2012/02/16/news-feed-the-sun-responds-over-trans-man-story-exclusiveinterview-with-managing-editor/
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age, and that the triadic treatment path (psychotherapy, endocrine and surgical) has been proven to
have an extremely high success rate27 - and trying to use psychotherapeutic effects to dissuade trans
people from transitioning (aka reparative therapy) has a very poor success rate.
Yet the Mail continues to publish opinion articles questioning the use of public funds28, and
reinforcing the idea of a self-serving “industry” that encourages transsexualism29. It has no scientific
basis for doing this, preferring instead to posit its articles on a sense of outrage and so-called
“common sense”. It points to statistics such as the increasing number of children being referred to
the Tavistock Clinic, completely ignoring the oft-reported childhood experiences of thousands of
trans people in their 40s, 50s and older. The three opinion pieces published by the Mail on 14
February, 22 February and 25 February all fit this mould. Nowhere is there any alternative proven
treatment proposed, and nowhere is there any acknowledgement of the ability of trans people to
successfully contribute to society following current treatment protocols30.
In the article of 25 February, there also is a conflation between transsexualism and some unspecified,
perceived risk when questioning the validity of the workshops run by Gendered Intelligence.
Secondary school teachers can be as young as 22. The Mail’s statement is a clear insinuation that
trans people are, somehow, dangerous in a way that other people are not.
Even when an article does attempt to debunk the media’s stereotypical viewpoint31, the comments
indicate that the damage has already been done.
This press behaviour also runs completely counter to the spirit, if not the letter, of the Editors’ Code
which is supposed to prevent discrimination against people on the grounds of gender identity. This
is “monstering” of trans people, pure and simple.
It is TMW’s view that, when attempting to shape or frame an argument about public policy, the press
has a responsibility to report the issues accurately and fairly. The Editors’ Code only allows these
articles to be challenged through the PCC if there is inaccuracy. The voices of the few trans people
brave enough to post to online comment pages have been drowned out in a torrent of abuse and
vitriol. There is no effective right of reply.
While the trans community feels under the spotlight particularly since 12 February, it should be
borne in mind that, given the lack of any substantive basis for the behaviour of the press, any
vulnerable and marginalised minority could also fall victim to this level of misrepresentation with
similar lack of redress in the future.
Helen Belcher
Trans Media Watch
28 February 2012

27
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http://www.religioustolerance.org/transsexu23.htm references a variety of studies where the “regret” rate is
reported at levels between 0.1% and 3.8%. Some commentators with a religious background seem to claim
higher regret rates but these claims are unsubstantiated. This is compared to regret rates of around 19% for
those who underwent prostrate surgery as part of cancer treatment http://www.europeanurology.com/article/S0302-2838%2808%2900764-1/abstract
http://janefae.wordpress.com/2012/02/19/outing-ttranz-issues-of-privacy-and-public-interest/
http://janefae.wordpress.com/2012/02/24/trans-awareness-why-thank-you-lord-dacre/
http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/people/conway/TSsuccesses/TSsuccesses.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/feb/23/gender-dysphoria-tyranny-of-normal
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Appendix A – Sample Articles
This appendix contains screengrabs of parts of some of the articles referenced in the main part of the
document.

The Sun, 12 February 2012
The concern with this article is the call for information, which made many trans men fear being outed.
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The Mail, 14 February 2012
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The premise of the article is concern for the child, being brought into the world in such an “unnatural”
family situation. Yet there are many single fathers, who would be appalled at the insinuation that they are
improperly equipped to bring up children.
Bel Mooney writes, when referencing a picture of Thomas Beatie, “most people will regard this as just plain
weird – even revolting. This is not prejudice”.
“prejudice: 1. a preconceived opinion”32
Note also the references to “man/woman”. The report33 from the Christian charity, the Childrens’ Society,
does indeed reference that children do best when the parents make a long-term commitment, but at the

32
33

The Concise Oxford Dictionary, 1995
http://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/what-we-do/research/initiatives/good-childhoodinquiry/recommendations-inquiry
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time this story was published, no information about the man was available, other than it was believed he
was in a long-term relationship.

The Sun, 20 February 2012
This article was on the front page with the headline “Boy, 5, who lives as a girl”. Senior and well-known
broadcast journalists have questioned why this is news, let alone front page news. The headline
misgenders the child.
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The article continues...
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The Mail, 20 February 2012
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The article continues...
The diagnosis, Gender Identity Disorder, is placed in quotes. Zach’s birth certificate is reprinted in full.
(TMW respectfully requests that this part of the image is redacted in any published evidence.) The child is
misgendered throughout the article, starting with the headline. As well as her full name, date and place of
birth, the article names the primary school she attends.
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The Mail, 22 February 2012
This article should be read in conjunction with the information that had already been placed into the public
domain by the Mail itself, including the facts that Zach was distressed enough to consider self-harm, and
that the mother had stated that she missed her little boy. Notice also the article uses the pronoun “it”
when referring to the trans man who had given birth.
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The Mail, 25 February 2012
The second opinion piece on this story in three days has a clear agenda, and develops the themes
presented in the article dated 22 February.
There is a fixation on money, quoting funding costs for the clinic and also some charities – with a presumed
implication that this is a waste of public resources. Also note, at the end, the plea to “common sense” and
positioning the treatment offered as political correctness. Dr Zucker is one of very few psychiatrists
working in this field who does not believe that gender dysphoria has some roots in physiology. The idea
that Gender Identity Disorder has only been known for 20 years is laughable. Many trans people prefer the
term “Gender Dysphoria”, but transsexualism has been classified in some way by medicine for over a
hundred years34.

34

http://zagria.blogspot.com/2009/05/magnus-hirschfeld-edward-wood-and.html, “In Hirschfeld’s Die
Transvestiten, 1910, the word he uses for what we might call transsexualism is ‘Geschlechtsuebergaenge’,
which would literally be a sexual over-going. This word is translated as ‘transsexual’ in Michael LombardiNash’s 1991 English translation of Die Transvestiten.”
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Appendix B – Articles Referencing Trans
This appendix lists all headlines with source and date for all stories relating to trans or intersex issues
published by the press on the internet or elsewhere from 1 November 2011 to 25 February 2012 that Trans
Media Watch is aware of. It should be noted that a lot of November’s stories were previews or reviews of
the Channel 4 series “My Transsexual Summer”, which will artificially inflate the coverage figures for weeks
46 and 47.
Headline on internet article
Chantelle Houghton 'calls Katie Price a transvestite bitch'
Grayson Perry on teddy bears, transvestites and the art world
Michelle had guts to become who she was

Paper
Digital Spy
Radio Times
Lichfield Mercury

'Ex fiancé cheating with a transsexual was my most humiliating
moment ever', admits Kelly Osbourne
How Barry the bounder failed the fork test...
What's it really like to change gender?
My Transsexual Summer

Daily Mail
Daily Mail
Daily Telegraph
Radio Times

2 Nov 2011
2 Nov 2011
6 Nov 2011
6 Nov 2011

My Transsexual Summer, True Blood, Coal and Death In Paradise: TV
Picks
My Transsexual Summer: a new view of gender

Metro
Guardian

7 Nov 2011
7 Nov 2011

TV review: My Transsexual Summer; Sorority Girls; and Imagine …
Simon and Garfunkel: the Harmony Game
My Transsexual Summer is a tongue-in-cheek look into sex change
My Transsexual Summer – C4, 10pm
BIG BROTHER 2011: JAY MCKRAY'S SHOCK SEX CONFESSION

Guardian
Metro
Mirror
Daily Star

8 Nov 2011
8 Nov 2011
8 Nov 2011
8 Nov 2011

Spot the new girl! Europe's first transsexual MP takes her seat in
Polish parliament
Sittingbourne family's fury at NHS plan to fund killer's sex change

Daily Mail
East Kent Gazette

8 Nov 2011
9 Nov 2011

Anna Grodzka, first transsexual MP in Poland, welcomed to
parliament
Television: Life’s Too Short | My Transsexual Summer | Rev
Sittingbourne family fight killer's sex change
Lady Gaga's new video still prompts further sex change speculation

Metro
Scotsman
BBC News Online
Mirror

9 Nov 2011
9 Nov 2011
10 Nov 2011
12 Nov 2011

Sex swap at 69: Meet the oldest person in Britain to have full sex
change
Will Afghanistan learn that cross-dressers are not criminals?
'He should have been hanged'
Pensioner, 69, becomes oldest person to have a sex swap on the NHS
My Transsexual Summer - C4, 10pm

Mirror
Guardian
Kent Online
Daily Mail
Mirror

13 Nov 2011
13 Nov 2011
14 Nov 2011
14 Nov 2011
15 Nov 2011

My Transsexual Summer, Him and Her and James May’s Man Lab: TV
picks
Family of sex-change killer Robert Page tell of their anguish
Grayson Perry's holiday heaven and hell

Metro
East Kent Gazette
Telegraph

15 Nov 2011
16 Nov 2011
17 Nov 2011

'I was completely ignorant': Kelly Osbourne finally apologises for her
anti-transsexual rant

Daily Mail

19 Nov 2011

MORE victims come forward after bogus transgender doctor 'injected
cement and glue into patients' buttocks'

Daily Mail

22 Nov 2011
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Transgender woman 'flashed her breasts at DMV staff after they
refused to change her gender from male to female on license'
My Transsexual Summer and Don't Tell the Bride: Tuesday's TV picks

Daily Mail
Metro

22 Nov 2011
22 Nov 2011

'This man doesn't represent our community': Warren Beatty's
transgender son brands Chaz Bono a misogynist
ARTICLE REMOVED, PRESUMABLY ON COMPLAINT TO PCC

Daily Mail
Daily Mail

27 Nov 2011
27 Nov 2011
27 Nov 2011
29 Nov 2011

From Jack to Jackie: ‘Why I had sex change at 16’

Daily Mail
Guardian
Yorkshire Evening
Post

Crossing over: Transsexual model Lea T. lands first commercial
magazine cover
BANNED POLITICALLY INCORRECT CHRISTMAS CRACKER JOKES

Daily Mail
Daily Star

1 Dec 2011
1 Dec 2011

Male sex workers in Cameroon face social stigma and poor access to
care

Guardian

1 Dec 2011

‘Why should I hide, I’m proud of myself’: Teen who had world’s
youngest sex change op at 16 reveals she has a boyfriend

Daily Mail

2 Dec 2011

Khloe Kardashian sued by transgender model who claims reality star
'beat her up'

Daily Mail

3 Dec 2011

Strauss-Kahn was stopped by police in Paris park notorious for
transvestite prostitutes, admits French interior minister

Daily Mail

4 Dec 2011

Transgender and disabled murders to incur far harsher hate-crime
penalty
Transsexual assaulter is jailed

Guardian
Jewish Chronicle

8 Dec 2011
8 Dec 2011

Macy's employee fired after refusing to allow transgender shopper to
use the women's fitting room

Daily Mail

8 Dec 2011

Transsexual reveals how he’s spent £200,000 in 12 years transforming
himself into a real-life Barbie… thanks to a few rich boyfriends
MURDER SENTENCE TO DOUBLE IF THE VICTIM HAS HAD A SEX-SWAP

Daily Mail
Express

8 Dec 2011
9 Dec 2011

Transgender lessons for pupils aged five: Classes will 'overload
children with adult issues', say critics
Transgender zealots who ignore the true victims
How a Bond girl inspired Welshman to start a new life - as Debbie
Perry: Art becomes significant because of its maker

Daily Mail
Daily Mail
Wales Online
BBC Hardtalk

9 Dec 2011
10 Dec 2011
11 Dec 2011
12 Dec 2011

Trial of Cricklewood transsexual accused of murdering cross-dressing
laywer due to start today

London 24

12 Dec 2011

Sex change passenger admits pushing cross-dressing lawyer under
Tube
BBC apology after Gerry Anderson plays 'explicit' Chisty Moore song
Sex-change traffic warden in tribunal fight with police

Daily Mail
Belfast Telegraph
Daily Record

12 Dec 2011
14 Dec 2011
17 Dec 2011
19 Dec 2011

Audrey Roberts' Coronation Street collapse

Dorset Echo
Hertfordshire
Mercury

It's over: Chaz Bono and Jennifer Elia call off engagement after 12
years together

Daily Mail

20 Dec 2011

'Please, I haven't committed a crime': Afghan transvestite forced to
undress on camera for the amusement of police
TV Highlights 29/11/11

Dorchester student sets up support group to help lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender teenagers
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Born twin boys, now they're brother and sister: How Wyatt, 14,
became Nicole... and sibling Jonas loves the new girl in the family

Daily Mail

21 Dec 2011

Girls Scout troops in Louisana disband to protest at seven-year-old
transgender child being able to join troop in Colorado
Man jailed for killing Sonia Burgess at King's Cross station
Channel 4 to air two Alternative Christmas Messages
Man who pushed solicitor under tube train jailed for life

Daily Mail
BBC News
Guardian
Guardian

22 Dec 2011
22 Dec 2011
22 Dec 2011
22 Dec 2011

Warren Beatty and Annette Bening's 'brave' transgender son joins in
a special family dinner
Transsexual who pushed cross-dresser under Tube train jailed for life

Daily Mail
Mirror

22 Dec 2011
23 Dec 2011

Pictured for the first time: The transgender killer who pushed crossdressing lawyer under a tube train
LIFE FOR SEX-SWAP TUBE KILLER

Daily Mail
Daily Express

23 Dec 2011
23 Dec 2011

Man shoots dead prostitute on Christmas Eve after finding out 'she'
was a man

Daily Mail

27 Dec 2011

Mother's shock as long-lost daughter turns up after 14 years and
reveals she is now a MAN

Daily Mail

27 Dec 2011

Transsexual builder who had £10,000 sex change to sue health bosses
for refusing her breast implants on the NHS
Transsexual who impersonated Katie Price facing jail

Daily Mail
Mirror

28 Dec 2011
28 Dec 2011

Mother of transgender teen hopes to start campaign to beat
prejudice
Sleaford sex change teenager admits charges over Katie Price ID fraud
Changing times as pools get a splashing new look
Operation Sex Swap
A warm welcome to the Lady Party
You have to be very careful who you murder these days
Spain's first gay retirement home passes its first hurdle
7ft Lindsey set to be world's tallest transsexual

Derby Telegraph
Lincolnshire Echo
Cambridge Times
The Sun
The Times
Spectator
Guardian
The Sun

28 Dec 2011
29 Dec 2011
30 Dec 2011
31 Dec 2011
31 Dec 2011
31 Dec 2011
2 Jan 2012
3 Jan 2012

Company accused of being 'outrageously transphobic' over tampon
ad that 'says transgender people are not real women'

Daily Mail

3 Jan 2012

At 7ft tall, basketball star Greg is now Lindsey… the world's tallest
transsexual
Ladyboy airline flights take off in Thailand

Daily Mail
Telegraph

4 Jan 2012
4 Jan 2012

Transgender Americans take on New York
Zoologger: Transgender fish perform reverse sex flip
Beth's a picture of happiness after misery of living as a man

BBC News Online
(Magazine)
New Scientist
Derby Telegraph

5 Jan 2012
6 Jan 2012
6 Jan 2012

What to do when a transgender man needs his pap smear? More
OB/GYNs become transgender friendly as awareness grows
Reopened Parkside pool caters for city’s transgender community
Hemingway's Boat by Paul Hendrickson – review
Couple marry for the second time...after husband has a sex swap

Daily Mail
Cambridge First
Guardian
Mirror

6 Jan 2012
7 Jan 2012
8 Jan 2012
8 Jan 2012

You may now kiss the brides: Couple renew their marriage vows after husband changes sex

Daily Mail

9 Jan 2012

'I'm saving up to buy a penis': Chaz Bono wants the added appendage
to complete his sex change

Daily Mail

9 Jan 2012
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Couple marry again after sex change

STV

10 Jan 2012

Cross dresser's website crashes after he's mistaken for Margaret
Thatcher

Metro

11 Jan 2012

War of the Roses saga set for television adaptation

BBC News Online
(Magazine)

11 Jan 2012

Fury as teenager is 'expelled' from school for deciding he wanted to
dress like a girl
Sean Bean turns transsexual for role in BBC1 drama Accused
Bean gets blousy in TV drama

Daily Record
Metro
Sky News

12 Jan 2012
12 Jan 2012
12 Jan 2012

'I have a boyfriend': Warren Beatty's transgender son reveals he has
new lover

Daily Mail

12 Jan 2012

Pre-op transsexual Sandy Manley on why he’s now ready to be a
woman
Sean Bean takes on transsexual role
Captors kept me quiet after I called 999, says rape trial woman
Comic star to shine in his own show

Southport Visiter
Telegraph
Cambridge News
South Wales Argus

12 Jan 2012
12 Jan 2012
12 Jan 2012
13 Jan 2012

Woman, 45, 'fired from snack food factory for wearing a prosthetic
penis to work'

Daily Mail

13 Jan 2012

Schoolboy cross-dresser Jamie Love opens his heart and photo album
Should trans screen roles be played by trans actors?
Sex swap teenager to enter Miss England contest

Daily Record
Guardian
The Sun

14 Jan 2012
14 Jan 2012
14 Jan 2012

Teenager 'sent home from school after he turned up dressed in
women's clothing'
172 gender reassignment procedures took place in 2010

Daily Mail
BBC Newsbeat

16 Jan 2012
17 Jan 2012

Flying the flag for ladyboys: Thai airline takes on transgender flight
attendants
Teenage girl 'posed as boy so that she could grope female friends'
Man who wore stilettos denies vicious attack

Guardian
Metro
Cambridge News

17 Jan 2012
17 Jan 2012
17 Jan 2012

Court hears of amazing double life of girl, 19, who disguised herself as
a boy so she could date GIRLS

Daily Mail

18 Jan 2012

Girl, 19, disguises herself as a boy on Facebook to trick two girls into
sex
Girl, 19, dressed as a boy to grope girls
From homophobia to a moving apology in Turkey

Mirror
The Sun
Guardian

18 Jan 2012
18 Jan 2012
18 Jan 2012

Transsexual 'posing as gynaecologist treated dozens of women at
illegal practice'

Daily Mail

19 Jan 2012

Teenager who became youngest in UK to have full sex change says 'I
want to be Miss England'

Daily Mail

20 Jan 2012
20 Jan 2012

Sex change teenager bids for Miss England beauty title

Lincolnshire Echo
Yorkshire Evening
Post

I never realised Luke was really a girl: Lucky escape of sex trickster's
friend
Looking Sharpe!
Transexual and transvestite guilty of raping woman
Sevigny's Prosthetic Penis Upset

Daily Mail
Daily Mail
Cambridge News
Female First

20 Jan 2012
21 Jan 2012
22 Jan 2012
22 Jan 2012

Husband pays tribute to 'courageous' wife who died from brain
tumour
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NHS has paid for 'gender-confused' children to have puberty-delaying
jabs... so they can have sex changes when they're older
A transgender journey: Are you experienced?
The transgender taboo is a threat to academic freedom
Transsexual who claims she was bullied out police force to keep
fighting
Transsexual loses bullying case against police bosses

Daily Mail
Guardian
Telegraph
STV (Scottish
Television)
Edinburgh Evening
News

23 Jan 2012
23 Jan 2012
24 Jan 2012
24 Jan 2012
25 Jan 2012

Manchester Evening
News
Guardian
The Sun

25 Jan 2012
26 Jan 2012
26 Jan 2012

Daily Mail
The Sun

26 Jan 2012
29 Jan 2012

'I was born this way': Teenage transsexual reveals how Lady Gaga
inspired him to have full sex change
Cambell, 16, was 'Born This Way'
This Morning sex addict Crystal Warren reveals: I used to be a man
Jeremy called me a bloke on live TV.. he’s a disgrace
I don’t want any more people to die of this

Daily Mail
The Sun
The Sun
The Sun
Worcester News

31 Jan 2012
31 Jan 2012
3 Feb 2012
4 Feb 2012
6 Feb 2012

I have moments when I feel suicidal. I don’t want any more people to
die of this
Bullying torment of girl born boy

Worcester News
The Sun

6 Feb 2012
7 Feb 2012

Leveson inquiry: Paul Staines AKA Guido Fawkes, Keir Starmer appear
(live blog)
Supporters rally around Livvy James, the girl born a boy

Guardian
Worcester News

8 Feb 2012
9 Feb 2012

Virginia school district may force cross-dressing students to wear
'gender appropriate' clothes

Daily Mail

9 Feb 2012

He's the gender-bending beauty who has become the fashion world's
hottest property... but is model Andrej Pejic getting overexposed
already?

Daily Mail

9 Feb 2012

My husband became my wife: Transgender woman reveals how a bee
sting led to her sex change... and how the woman she had married
stood by her
For 23 years I was trapped as Jessica: Now I'm free to be Jacob

Daily Mail
Mirror

9 Feb 2012
10 Feb 2012

Britain's first 'male mother': Man born a woman is first in UK to give
birth despite having sex change
Sex change British man gives birth to son
Man becomes first in the UK to give birth to baby
Campaigners question ethics of Britain's first 'male mother'
Sex change birth: how can a man give birth to a child?
I'm a liberal - but a man giving birth is freakish and beyond the pale
'I'm the girl with the ladydad'
Britain's first 'male mother': I want to live as a normal father

Daily Mail
Daily Telegraph
The Sun
Daily Telegraph
Daily Telegraph
Daily Mail
Guardian
Daily Telegraph

12 Feb 2012
12 Feb 2012
13 Feb 2012
13 Feb 2012
13 Feb 2012
14 Feb 2012
18 Feb 2012
19 Feb 2012

Britain's first male mum speaks: My mother told me I'd be a good
mummy. I said, 'No, I'll be a good daddy'

Mail on Sunday

19 Feb 2012

Mirror image: Sean Bean in heels and his double from BBC's Accused
What a drag: the death of the cross-dressing movie
Couple tell of journey from Mr & Mr to Mrs & Mrs
Widow who said brain tumour turned husband into transvestite and
made him cut her out of £575,000 will loses fight for inheritance
The confused kids putting off puberty
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Five-year-old boy trapped in wrong gender living life as a girl

Metro

20 Feb 2012

Five-year-old boy lives as girl in youngest case of Gender Identity
Disorder
Gender Identity Disorder in children - the facts

Daily Telegraph
Daily Telegraph

20 Feb 2012
20 Feb 2012

‘Spot the stallions from the mares’: Bookmaker criticised over
controversial ad campaign asking punters to spot the ‘transgendered
ladies’ in a crowd at Cheltenham festival

Daily Mail

20 Feb 2012

Boy, 5, lives his life as a GIRL after becoming one of the youngest ever
to be diagnosed on the NHS with 'Gender Identity Disorder'

Daily Mail

20 Feb 2012

Formerly a man, Chrisie Edkins is now marrying a woman - as a
woman
BOY OF 5 BROUGHT UP AS A LITTLE GIRL
Zach, five, diagnosed as a girl trapped in a boy's body

Southern Daily Echo
Daily Star
Mirror

21 Feb 2012
21 Feb 2012
21 Feb 2012

After a five-year-old becomes the youngest known child to be
diagnosed with Gender Identity Disorder, just when is a boy a girl?
Boy, 5, who lives as a girl

Daily Mail
The Sun

21 Feb 2012
21 Feb 2012

Lawmaker refuses to support Girl Scouts' 100th anniversary as they
'promote homosexuality and encourage sex'
Students told cross-dressing is as offensive as blacking up
How cross-dressing is an essential part of student rag week

Daily Mail
Daily Telegraph
Daily Telegraph

21 Feb 2012
22 Feb 2012
22 Feb 2012

Pity poor Zach, a five-year-old victim of the politically correct gender
identity industry

Daily Mail

22 Feb 2012

Every Englishman – even the CEO of Barclays – has the right to crossdress

Daily Telegraph

23 Feb 2012

The two faces of the transgender fraudster who made thousands of
pounds in scams posing as both sexes

Daily Mail

23 Feb 2012

DON’T TELL A LITTLE BOY THAT HE IS A LITTLE GIRL

Daily Express

23 Feb 2012

The six-foot, 13-stone sex swap trickster who convinced a bank she
was 5ft 5in, 8-stone super-celebrity Katie Price

Daily Mail

24 Feb 2012

Mixed-up five-year-olds and the alarming growth of the gender
identity industry: 20 years ago the condition didn't exist. Now British
children are being puberty suppressing drugs on the NHS

Daily Mail

25 Feb 2012

Transsexual teenager who stole Katie Price's identity to buy sports car
avoids jail

Mirror

25 Feb 2012
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Summary for national press by paper by week
This table summarises the discrete internet articles listed above relating to press coverage. Local press are
excluded from this table. The Telegraph posted two or three parallel articles for each of the recent stories.
Note that this table excludes any coverage by The Times or the Sunday Times as they are behind a paywall.
Week
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53
BBC News Online
1
1
Daily/Sunday Mail
2 1 2 2 6 4 1 5 3
Daily/Sunday
Express
1
1
Daily Star
1
Daily/Sunday Telegraph
1 1
Guardian/Observer
2 1
2 1
2
Mirror
1 2
1 1
New Scientist
Radio Times
1 1
Spectator
1
The Sun
1
3

8

6

2

8

6

1 10
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6

1
1
3

2
1
4

3
1
6

4
2

5
1

6
3

7
2

8
9

1
2
1

2
1

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

3
2
14
17
10
1
2
1
12

8 10 11

6

5

6

7 20

123

1
1

1
2

1
1

3
1

1
1
6

5
56

2

1

1

